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the rise of the
sustainable investor
Over the last few years, there has been significant growth in interest in responsible
investment approaches. This has been most prominently seen in the rise of ESG
investing with the asset class seeing around a 30% year-on-year growth in recent
years, and assets on track to reach $53 trillion by the end of 2021.
As the ESG asset class continues to become mainstream, there is growing investor
appetite to move beyond the risk-based frameworks of ESG investing into making
investments that are intentionally seeking to achieve a positive environment or
social impact alongside generating a financial return.
The Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) defines impact investments as
those investments that intentionally generate positive, measurable social and
environmental impact alongside a financial return. In its most recent 2020 Annual
Impact Investor Survey, the GIIN estimates the current market size of the field
being at $715 billion.
Increasing investor interest in this more intentional investment thematic of
sustainable and impact investing has been driven by a number of key factors;
As the scale of global challenges becomes more apparent there is a growing
societal awareness and commitment to solve them such as the Climate Crisis
or the Black Lives Matter movement.
As the investment landscape expands there is increasing recognition that
families can align their investments to their values and use their capital to
achieve impact.
The world is experiencing the largest ever intergenerational transfer of wealth
to millennial beneficiaries who are more conscious about making a positive
impact on the world.
Sustainable and impact investing also offers an opportunity to unite families
around values and positive legacies.
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What does this mean
for private wealth
practitioners?
This fundamental shift towards more purpose-driven investing represents a
significant opportunity for private wealth professionals to engage positively with
families to meet not only their desire for quality wealth management services but
respond to their clients’ aspirations to make a difference on global issues that are
of increasing importance to them.
Opportunities for practitioners
Provide added value and deepen relationships with existing clients who
express interest in sustainable and impact investing.
Provide opportunities to connect meaningfully with the next generation
of existing clients and re-affirm the relevance of private wealth structures
for this cohort.
Taking a proactive approach to advising on sustainable and impact
investment also offers opportunities to differentiate against competition
and build a market leading proposition.
Attract new clients, particularly millennial entrepreneurs and tech wealth.
Build new mandates through new sustainable and impact
investment offerings.
However, there are also challenges for wealth managers to incorporate
sustainable and impact investing guidance into their engagement with clients.
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Barriers for practitioners
Private wealth planning is typically led by the wishes of the family and there
is often a reluctance from practitioners to introduce new concepts to clients,
such as sustainability and impact.
There still remains a perception amongst many practitioners that their
fiduciary obligations are compromised by factoring in non-financial
performance factors into investment decision-making.
Practitioners feel that they lack the specialist sustainability knowledge
to be able to best advise clients in this new field.
Wealth advisors also cite a lack of information on the availability of
sustainable and impact funds given that, for the most part, these remain
in the private investment space.
They also feel that they may lack an ability to evaluate or judge the veracity
of fund or company claims of environmental and social impact.
Advisors typically also lack the social or environmental expertise to be able
to report back to families the non-financial return of investments leading to a
lack of clarity of what impact actually occurred, particularly when an investor
might have foregone a degree of return or taken more risk in expectation of
promised impact outcomes.
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About this guide
Whilst the field of sustainable and impact investing remains in its relative infancy
and there is no one set roadmap for identifying a strategy for family clients, by
learning the fundamentals private wealth professionals can facilitate the process
of responding to growing client needs.
Practitioners should consider the following activities as a starting point
for building their knowledge and understanding of the sustainable and
impact investment ecosystem:
Undertake professional education and training opportunities, participate in
conferences and subscribe to industry publications to better understand key
environmental and social trends, industry standards (such as the Principles
for Responsible Investing (PRI), the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)
Impact Standards, the International Finance Corporation’s Operating
Principles on Impact Management) and regulatory frameworks.
Involvement in specialist industry sub-groups, membership bodies and
institutions - such as STEPs Philanthropy Advisors Global Special Interest
Group, the UK’s Green Finance Institute, the UK’s Impact Investment Institute,
the Guernsey Green Finance Working Group and GIIN.
This report has been written to serve as a primer to private wealth practitioners
in order to start them on this journey of learning and knowledge building.
It includes the following:
Introduction to the key concepts and terminology used by the sustainable
and impact investment industry.
Provision of practical guidance to private wealth professionals on how
to engage clients around sustainability issues.
Introduction to the concept of impact measurement and its importance
in providing confidence to practitioners and clients when undertaking
an impact journey.
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Spectrum of capital
In the emerging field of sustainable and impact investing, language and
terminology can be confusing.

These concepts are often used synonymously when used by different
organisations and in varying contexts. However, they can be best understood
as part of a spectrum of capital.
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The spectrum of capital
Impact Investment Spectrum: A spectrum that defines approaches of investment
management based on the level of impact that exists in an impact portfolio.
Responsible: Also known as Socially Responsible Investing (SRI) or
Ethical Investing, this approach involves the screening of investments
to take environmental, social and Governance (ESG) risk factors in 		
consideration and remove investments that either conflict with personal
or organisational values (negative screening) or proactively select
investments that mitigate or reduce the potential for negative
exposure (positive screening)
Sustainable: Sustainable investments move beyond a risk-based process
to actively identify investments that align with long-term sustainable growth
drivers. These investments seek to positively integrate factors into core
investment decision-making processes. An example would be a fund that
invests in decarbonising technologies.
Thematic impact investing: Thematic investments have a particular focus
on one or more impact themes, such as financial inclusion or sustainable
housing. These are highly focused investment opportunities with the intent
to generate both financial returns and purposeful, measurable, positive
social or environmental impact.
Impact first: Investments that seek to optimise a desired social
or environmental outcome, without regard for competitive return.
They are open to trading off financial return for more impact where
a more commercially oriented return is not yet available.
Philanthropy: Funding deployed for the sole purpose of environmental
and social impact return, without any expectation of financial return.
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Finance only
Traditional
Motivation
Financial considerations only
Intended effects on people and planet
No consideration, may have negative outcomes

Responsible
Motivation

COMPETITIVE RETURNS

ESG RISK MANAGEMENT

ESG OPPORTUNITIES

IMPACT INVESTING

DEEP IMPACT SOLUTIONS

To take ESG risk factors into account
Intended effects on people and planet
Mitigate or reduce negative exposure

Sustainable
Motivation
To align with long-term sustainable growth drivers
Intended effects on people and planet
Considers carbon footprint, resource use,
reduce waste, compensation product

Thematic
Motivation
Targeted themes and financial returns drive investment
selection. Commitment to measure impact
Intended effects on people and planet
Seeks solutions to SDG aligned thematic challenges such as
climate change, health, education, and poverty alleviation

Impact-First
Motivation
Impact led-investment decision making, that seeks
competitive market returns where possible
Intended effects on people and planet
Seeks to create intentional and measurable
positive outcomes for beneficiaries

Philanthropy
Motivation
Provision of funding with no expectation of return
to catalyse innovative development outcomes
Intended effects on people and planet
Generate substantial positive impact at scale
through systems change

Impact only
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Sustainable and impact investing represents an investing theme rather than
a specific asset class and as such, investments can be made across asset
classes, including but not limited to cash equivalents, fixed income, real assets,
venture capital and private equity. As with traditional investment, the continuum
of asset classes holds different levels of risk and expected return as well as
degrees of liquidity.

ESG versus sustainable and impact investing
ESG investing uses a risk-based approach to negatively and positively screened
investments, focusing on the internal operations of a company. Sustainable and
impact investments will take ESG considerations into account but will go a step
further - committing to more intentional, measurable impact. Impact investments
are typically aligned with the UN Sustainable Development Goals, including
themes such as water, food security, health, education, financial inclusion,
energy transition, circular economy, energy transition. An impact investment
could be selling solutions, products and services that help achieve a defined
positive social and environmental impact.
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Impact measurement
- the why and the how
Given that sustainable and impact investments seek to invest in a way that either
positively integrates or intentionally targets environment and social outcomes then
the ability to measure non-financial returns of these investments becomes critical
in understanding if these objectives have indeed been achieved.
A lack of understanding of how to measure impact or how to determine the
veracity of funds and companies impact claims can represent a significant barrier
to engaging in sustainable and impact investing. Advisors and families may be
reluctant to invest in the face of concerns about perceived greenwashing and
impact washing to commit funding.
Transparent and granular impact reporting is vital to the credibility of any
investment venture that is claiming it will achieve stated non-financial returns
(alongside financial returns for its investors). Investing in funds and companies
that commit to robust impact measurement and impact reporting reduces
exposure to reputational risk.
The GIIN provides investors with an overview of impact measurement
standards, including the IRIS+ impact metrics for some impact thematics such as
education, financial services and climate. The IRIS+ metrics allow for standardised
measurement of certain impact themes comparable across investments, often
at an output level.
In order, however, to determine which investments can be considered sufficiently
credible from an impact perspective and to capture the distinct outcomes and
impact of each investment, practitioners may want to engage with a specialist
environmental and social impact advisor.
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Practically
engaging with
clients
Often the hardest part about beginning to integrate sustainable and
impact investing into practice is starting, but by taking steps to engage
clients and beneficiaries on sustainability issues, an approach can be
identified and implemented.
Outside of being approached by clients asking to integrate sustainable
and impact investment strategies into their portfolio, key opportunities to
proactively raise sustainability with clients may include at quarterly meetings
with families, inviting them to relevant webinars, conferences and talks as well
as linking them to opportunities for experiential learning (many impact investment
funds offer study visits for investors to visit their portfolio companies to see the
impact they are having).
In addition, encouraging or discussing membership of relevant networks or
private investor clubs such as Conduit Club, Acumen, PYMWYMIC, SOCAP,
the Skoll World Forum, Impact 17+1 and others as well as professional
associations and bodies, may be a valuable part of the client’s journey.
In short, raising awareness about the sustainable and impact investing
ecosystem and the opportunities it presents is key to supporting their
clients to translate their aspirations into action.
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Client
engagement
process
Based on our experience of partnering with private wealth practitioners to
engage with families on sustainability and impact issues, this section sets
out a step-by-step approach.

Discovery Process
Identify drivers and rationale for the family’s
aspirations around achieving meaningful impact

Impact Strategy
Document the impact objectives of the family or structure
through a strategy that sets out a clear scope and approach

Research Phase
Research and analysis on opportunity landscape for
investing in accordance with the impact objectives

Impact Framework
Design Theory of Change
Design Impact Measurement Framework

Impact Execution
Assessment and screening of projects (philanthropic or
commercial) or design of additional interventions
Impact Due Diligence
Project management

Impact Measurement and Management
Impact Measurement and Management Implementation
Quarterly and annual impact reporting
Feedback loops and refinement
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Discovery process
This typically involves a meeting with the family to understand the drivers and
rationale for wanting to achieve meaningful environmental and social impact
through their investments. Through this process, practitioners can begin to draw
out the core vision, mission, outcomes and values of the client through facilitated
discussions with the family.
In addition, practitioners can start to determine the capital mix that the family
would like to deploy and the funding approaches such as philanthropic, public
markets (fund investments into listed equities, green bonds) and private markets
(private equity and debt, direct investment) and ask questions about impact
appetite. This will prompt discussion about the depth of impact the client wishes
to achieve and the risk, cost and time implications of this. As with the process
of establishing a traditional investment strategy, it is important to establish risk
tolerance parameters.

Geographical
Focus
Worries

Impact
appetite
Passion

Meeting with
the family and
trustees
Worldview

Desired
outcomes:

Determine

define success

Motivations
Funding
Approach
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Trustee
requirements

Level of intervention:
individual or systemic

Logical
framework

An important step is to determine how much a family wishes to be engaged,
understanding how the family wants to interact with the investee will help private
wealth professionals curate an appropriate impact investment portfolio. Knowing
the level of detail the client wishes to see will allow the practitioner to request
suitable impact updates, mid-term impact analyses, annual impact reports, etc.
In addition, this step is important to determine the desired level of meaningful
involvement of the client. For example, a client may wish to practically engage
in the impact investment such as taking a board seat on a company they have
invested in, or prefer a more hands-off relationship that involves investing via funds.

Impact Strategy
An impact strategy document is an essential tool for private wealth professionals,
as it will surmise the outcomes of the discovery phase into a formal impact
charter. This will outline the impact objectives of the family or structure as well
as clearly setting upfront boundaries such as their financial risk tolerance, issues
they want to target as well as geographical preference. Increasingly families
may wish to align with international frameworks such as the UN SDGs or certain
climate or environmental initiatives. This clear strategy will allow practitioners to
begin searching for potential investments that align with the wishes of the family.
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Research phase
Conduct research and analysis on the opportunity landscape related to selected
geographies or thematics for investing in accordance with the impact strategy.
In addition, specific market sector analysis may be required to identify sample
projects and case studies. Practitioners may need to draw on external subject
matter experts with specific geographic, thematic, or deal expertise. Practitioners
may also seek to draw on peer resources such as industry networks, private
investor clubs such as the Conduit Club or PYMWYMIC, where opportunities
for engaging with like-minded investors to share opportunities and engage
in co-creation or co-investment may be identified.

Impact framework
An impact framework is the overarching term referring to the methodology and
process documentation that establishes how an organisation will achieve and
evidence the intended environmental and social impact of their investments.
The creation of an impact framework involves the creation of number
of key documents:
Theory of Change (ToC) - is a comprehensive description and illustration
of how and why the desired change (impact) is expected to happen in
a particular context or system.
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) - are measurable values that provide
objective evidence of progress towards intended targets.
Metrics - are standards of measurement used to track the progress
of change and to calculate the KPIs.
Impact Measurement Framework - sets out in detail a plan for how
impact will be measured and reported.
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Impact execution
This stage involves the screening and due diligence of investments from an
impact perspective. Alongside the role of investment professionals in carrying
out financial due diligence, it is essential to also conduct impact due diligence,
and to assess the impact risk and reward of a particular impact investment
opportunity. Specialist partners can help to carry out robust impact screening and
in-depth impact assessment of projects to manage risk, determine opportunities
and assess alignment of opportunities with the agreed impact strategy. Execution
will also focus on project management of the portfolio of investments to ensure
they are maintaining commitments to report impact on a regular basis and
commit to address any impact performance issues if they occur.

Impact measurement and management
Partnering with experts can also be helpful to assist in establishing
and managing impact measurement and management systems, to ensure
practitioners are able to provide appropriate updates of the investment’s
impact performance, for example, providing quarterly or annual impact
reporting to the clients, creating feedback loops and opportunities
for refinement.
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Diverse strategies to impact investing
There are many ways to create an effective impact investment portfolio for
a client, we outline a sample of approaches below:

Portfolio approach
“Carve out” of an existing investment portfolio to achieve agreed stated
environmental and social impact goals via a range of investments. These
investments may vary in risk, return, liquidity and type (direct, intermediary,
debt, equity etc) according to investor preference and their investment
advisors’ advice.

Seed investor approach
Use of investment as catalytic seed capital to design and anchor an impact
investment vehicle such as a private fund.
This seed investment is then leveraged to bring in third-party investors
and/or donor funds. The seed investor may also have a stake in the
investment vehicle to monetise their initial funding commitment.

Entrepreneur approach
Use of business principles to achieve impact aspirations through the
purchase and holding (typically through a majority stake) of a business
or holding company which is achieving social impact via a commercially
viable model. The owner can then leverage this investment via raising
debt, equity and donor funding.

Special project approach
Development of a bespoke intervention which is needed to deliver on the
impact aspirations of a client where no existing investment vehicles exist.
This typically involves the creation of special purpose structures that are
designed solely to execute on the impact strategy of a client.
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ClIMATE CONSCIOUS
IMPACT PORTFOLIO
FOR A FAMILY TRUST

CASE STUDY

Who: Next generation beneficiary of a family trust with a desire to make
a positive ecological impact and contribute to solutions to the climate
crisis through impact investing.
What: Development of an impact-focused investment portfolio for the
beneficiary by aligning their values with the investment requirements
and fiduciary responsibility of the trustees.
How: Recognising the bespoke nature of the beneficiary’s interests the
Chair of Trustees decided to appoint a specialist impact advisor to support
this process. Firstly, a discovery process was undertaken by the advisor with
the trustees and the beneficiary to determine the aspirations of the beneficiary
and the investment parameters of the trustees. The outputs of the discovery
phase then fed into the development of Impact Charter, which set out the
agreed focus and approach for the planned portfolio.
Next, a comprehensive research phase was undertaken to identify the
investable universe that aligned with impact parameters as set out in the
Impact Charter. In parallel with this, the advisors coordinated the creation
of an impact measurement framework to enable all parties to be able to
track the environmental and social impact of the planned portfolio over time.
Following the presentation of a research report by the advisors on the
investable universe including sample projects, and feedback from the
beneficiary, then the trustees moved ahead with building a portfolio. This
involved shortlisting of potential fund, bond and company investments, carrying
out financial and risk due diligence and finalising a multi-million dollar impact
portfolio for execution. This portfolio included green bonds, Climate Resilient
Agriculture Funds, Organic and Fair Trade Agriculture Funds, Alternative Energy
Funds and as well as direct investments in a number of climate smart companies.
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Conclusion
The rapidly growing demand from investors to invest in a manner which
positively contributes to environmental and social outcomes represents a
significant opportunity for private wealth professionals to engage positively
with existing clients, win business with new clients and differentiate
themselves in the market.
Sustainable and impact investing represents a fundamental shift in investor
behaviour and expectations. Through building awareness and knowledge of
sustainability and impact issues, private wealth professionals will be able to
better respond to client interest and consider when it might be appropriate
to proactively raise the subject with families.
Alongside efforts to build their own skills and understanding of this emerging
investment thematic, practitioners may also want to consider engaging with
specialist advisors who can provide the technical expertise to design robust
impact strategies and support transparent impact measurement and reporting.
By engaging with experts, practitioners can gain the reassurance from the outset
that they will be able to meaningfully respond to their client’s wishes whilst also
providing them with the rigour they desire when carrying out their fiduciary duties.
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Guernsey Green Finance
Guernsey is a specialist centre for many areas of financial services, and
particularly in the servicing of private wealth and alternative investment assets
such as private equity, infrastructure and debt. As a responsible global citizen,
Guernsey contributes its expertise and experience as a global finance centre
to the fulfilment of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.
Guernsey Green Finance brings together Guernsey’s finance and public sectors
to drive the development of green and sustainable finance in Guernsey and
support the global fight against climate change.
Guernsey Green Finance is developing a framework for the investment of private
wealth, seeking to transpose the benefits of the strengths of the Guernsey Green
Fund regulatory regime, transparency, and trust, to the private capital sphere.
Guernsey Green Finance is a member of the United Nations’ Financial Centres
for Sustainability network, a UN Environment Programme initiative, and
Guernsey’s regulator, the Guernsey Financial Services Commission,
is a member of the Network for Greening the Financial System.
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Innovest Advisory
Innovest Advisory is a specialist impact advisor to the private funds industry
and the private wealth sector.
Our purpose is to support the creation and scaling of sustainable market-based
solutions to key global environmental and development challenges in line with
the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), the Paris Agreement and other
internationally recognised frameworks.
Innovest advises a broad range of clients including fund managers, fiduciaries,
family offices and foundations, helping develop targeted impact strategies and
frameworks across thematics ranging from financial inclusion to agribusiness and
healthcare, and to climate change and environmental sustainability.
We draw on our extensive environmental and social development experience
to provide the bespoke skills and tools needed to develop meaningful solutions
that resonate with the impact aspirations of our clients, and then effectively
monitor and prove that target outcomes are being achieved.
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Please recycle me

70% of the wood used in creating this brochure
is recycled material, with the remaining 30%
from a ‘controlled/sustainable’ wood forest

+44(0) 1481 720 071

info@weareguernsey.com

Guernsey Finance, PO Box 655, St Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 3PN
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UN FC4S Europe
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